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1. Background
Orkney’s Schools are currently operating in highly unusual circumstances following the decision on
the 20th March to close schools and nurseries to control the spread of the coronavirus COVID-19. Our
Papdale Staff have responded to the practical challenges of providing continuity of learning and
monitoring the Health and Wellbeing of our children and young people, with an outstanding
demonstration of commitment and creativity. It is important to recognise not just this
professionalism, but also each member of staff’s personnel circumstances as they care for their
families through lockdown. Parents and pupils have had to make significant changes to their daily
lives and have really taken on the challenge of engaging with their children’s learning through
remote learning.
The aim of this document is to establish a sustainable plan for the ongoing provision of learning at
home and to continue to be part of the Papdale Family during the pandemic, providing clarity for
pupils and parents.
This document should be read in tandem with the OIC Policy Remote Teaching and Learning Strategy
April 2020 and Papdale Remote Learning and Teaching Strategy document. The aim of this document
is to support parents in undertaking remote learning from home.

1.1 Consultation on setting this strategy
This strategy has been created through discussion with the Papdale Staff team and with the Parent
Council. We have listened to the feedback received from the parental body through the forum of
the Parent Council. As the strategy is implemented this will need to be kept under review, we will do
this through ongoing consultation with the teaching staff and the parent body.

2 Purpose of remote learning
At this time we face challenges which none of us could have imagined. We have to remember as a
school that we are offering remote learning experiences but that this cannot be a replacement for
our normal school day. We also see that for parents the juggle of supporting learning at home is
hard. Please be kind to yourselves. We recognise as a school that everyone is trying their best to
engage.
We need to be clear at this time that the focus on Health and Wellbeing needs to be at the forefront
in our practice. We live in a society which is becoming increasingly under pressure as lockdown
continues. Anxiety around health, supplies of essential goods, loss of jobs and worries about the
future. For some, isolation will magnify difficult family circumstances.
Therefore, our Virtual Papdale Primary school must have at its heart a clear focus on wellbeing. Our
school motto of “Working Together To Be The Best We Can Be” needs to be lived and breathed. We
need to particularly focus on our values of Safe, Healthy and Nurtured.
Furthermore, we should at this time consider Abraham Maslow’s triangle of basic needs. At present
many families will be operating within the bottom two segments of the triangle. Some families may
require support to achieve this. The Getting It Right framework is, at this time, never more
important to consider when speaking to children and their families. Staff have been asked to
consider these aspects when planning learning.
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Therefore, we must ensure wellbeing is at the heart of what we do. Our role is to help families
create routine and structure to the children’s day, allow connection with the children’s peers and
others outside of their home environment, provide activities which are absorbing and calming which
help to forget outside worries for some time, we aim to provide stimulating activities which will
relieve boredom.
However within this framework, we to consider the implications on the family as a whole - on our
ask for each child, our aim to provide coherent, streamlined learning for each family.
We must work with families to provide alternative solutions for those that are finding it difficult to
connect online, for whom the challenges of access the technology is too great, those who may not
have devices or access to the internet. We need to be aware of parents feeling overwhelmed by the
work sent home. At the same time we recognise that parents also have the added pressure of
working from home with children to also look after. And through this all we must be able to keep the
pupils safe whilst they are engaging online.
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3. Quick Overview of remote learning
These are our key messages to Parents, the rest of the document provides more detail.

Staff will plan together for pupils learnig experiences
• We will work together to have a consistent ask for families.

On a Monday staff will email all pupils and post on
Teams a Learning Grid. This details the weeks learning.
Parents and children can work together to plan how best
to structure their learning week.
• Pupils are not required to be online at specific time.

We will have a weekly whole school topic for all families
to work together on.
Pupils will have 2 must do tasks to complete a week. These
should be handed in to the class teacher.
• There will be a number of optional tasks presented each week in the
learning grid. These are to support you with further learning
opportunities.

Work can be sent in any way that suits families best

Staff will feedback to pupils about the work.
• Staff will only feedback on the work which has been indicated that
they will feedback on.

Be kind to yoursleves as a family you are trying your best. But if
you are having difficulties accessing learning online or need
further support please contact the school or your child's
teacher.
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4. The curriculum
4.1 Amount of work to set
Orkney Islands Council recommends a maximum provision of 3 hours per day of remote learning
activity, with flexibility across the week built in for when the pupils need to complete the work. We
would not expect that staff provide 3 hours of work per day for our children for any of the classes,
the amount of work provided should be adjusted to suit the needs of the classes. Our suggested
maximum time for any lesson should be 30mins. Staff should be clear when sending out tasks how
long they would expect children to take to complete the tasks set. Each year group should be
planning together and each class within a year group should be providing the same amount of
learning per day.

4.2 Curriculum Structure
As a school our key aim must be to provide coherence for families Therefore this framework will be
applied to the whole school.
It is recognised that each family has a unique set of needs and pressures. The virtual school is
planned so that no child need attend the virtual school at a given time. However, staff will send
parents an overview of the expected learning for the week on a Monday.
Parents should structure the learning for the week in whatever form that best suits their family
situation. The table below indicates what will be posted online over the course of the week.
The whole school will follow this timetable.
Within staff’s planning grids there should be Language and Maths activities. A selection of topic
activities and some French materials. These will be laid out in the Learning Grid.
Monday

Learning Grid for
the whole week
is sent

Tuesday

EA Art is
posted
online

Wednesday
Weekly HWB Check
in
EA Music is posted
online

Thursday

Friday

EA PE is posted online

A whole school topic will be run on a weekly basis for families to work together on. There may be
activities from classes original topics for pupils to access within the Learning Grid as optional
activities.

4.3 Learning Grids
Learning Grids will be posted online on a Monday morning, they will be posted on the Teams page
and will be sent to every child’s Glow email address.
The grids provided to the families should clearly state core learning tasks but additional, “for Fun” or
optional activities will also be provided. This allows for pupil and parental choice should you wish
extension of learning. The grids will indicate the pieces of work that are expected to be handed in.
Staff will not feedback on every piece of work. On each task there should be a clear indication of the
approximate length of time each task is likely to take to complete.
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Some staff may use the Assignments framework within Teams for submission, however parents
should return work in the manner which suits them best. This may be via email, Teams or Learning
Journals. (For further information check 4.10 Feedback and Assessment)
It is expected that staff will give long deadlines for tasks, it is acceptable to have deadlines which
may run over a couple of weeks.

4.4 Home learning
Please never under estimate the power of learning which you are leading as a parent. Spending time
with your child is a priceless gift. Talking, listening, and family life are all part of learning that a child
needs. Painting the fence, being in the garage doing mini projects, sewing, baking, painting, running
and jumping, listening to the birds and recognising the changing seasons are powerful learning
experiences and it is likely that after this time these are the experiences which your child will
remember.

4.5 Teams
Each class has access to an online Team. Staff will use the General area to post general news and
announcements to the whole class. Pupils should not post on this area as we have noted that
important posts are lost in the conversations.

Class Materials
Each class should have a Class Materials folder, there you will find a dated folder for the week
beginning. There you should find all the class materials for the week including a copy of the Learning
Grid.

Channels
Within each Team, channels have been added. These are sections to divide different conversations.
The Expressive Art Team have their own channel so this is where you will find the work posted for
your child. If you wish to submit Expressive Art work for feedback post the work within this area.
A sharing work channel is the area where, if your child wishes they can share their work with the
wider class. Pupils should be able to comment on work there.
Older classes may explore the use of a class chat channel but staff need to ensure that there are
clear rules around using this channel and staff may limit access for pupils.

4.6 Learning resources
The majority of pupils should be able to access learning online. Therefore all resources for learning
should be provided through the medium of Teams and email. Class materials should be placed
within the files storage.
We recognise that there are a number of families who do not have access to any of the above
options and staff will contact the family and pack of work will be posted from the school. Families
receiving postal packs should not be disadvantaged and should receive similar if not the same
content of learning as those engaging online. Please let the class teacher know if you are having
problems with access to IT.

4.7 Nature of the tasks to be set
Staff are following these guidelines when setting work for children to complete. The OIC Remote
Learning Policy recommends no more than 50 mins max for any lesson, however our expectation as
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is a school is 30 mins max for any of the year groups in school. Tasks or lessons provided for the
young pupils may be less.
Remember your child will take much longer to complete work than they would in class, as they do
not have the advantage of asking questions, find the new situation of home learning alien, struggle
with their own ability or self-esteem. We expect that all pupils may have problems applying
themselves to the tasks given. We appreciate that access to technology is limited in households.
Parents are struggling trying to juggle different children’s needs. “Less is more” is the key phrase
parents have fed back to us and to this end we are attempting to do this.
When setting tasks staff have been asked to consider the resources that they expect families to
access. We recognise that some families will have limited resources. Let us know if the tasks being
set are inaccessible due to resources and we can see if we can solve this problem.
Staff will use familiar task types which pupils can do without parental support. We encourage staff to
write instructions in a pupil friendly way.
When staff introduce new learnings we are clear that we will need to give the pupils more support
than ever. To this end we will use pre-recorded videos so that children can access the learning at any
time and can replay the learning over.
However when designing tasks, where applicable, we will try to make sure that as much learning as
possible can be completed offline and does not rely on technology. For example, should reading be
directed online the option to do a similar task with a book from home should be suggested. You are
welcome as a parent to adapt the learning tasks to suit your own context.
Teachers will provide different levels of learning as they would in class. They will develop learning to
suit the needs of their cohort.
Staff should be clear with the amount of time that they would expect the activity to take, so that
families know when they should stop! However if your child is distressed by activities do no pursue
this. Perhaps come back to that task another day. If the task continues to upset your child have a
chat with your class teacher and they can provide you with support.

Text to speech
Many devices have the capacity to read instructions out. It might be worth exploring whether your
devices have this capacity. This could help your child access the learning which is being asked of
them. This following link may help those who use Microsoft.
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/use-the-speak-text-to-speech-feature-to-read-text-aloud459e7704-a76d-4fe2-ab48-189d6b83333c
If you have an assignment posted in Teams you can click the immersive reader icon which is found
on the top right hand side of the Assignment Page. This will read the text out for you.
You can encourage younger pupils or less reluctant writers to use the Dictate button, which can be
found on many word processing devices. This will help with recording of answers.

Video Conferencing
Teachers can use live video conference with students with cameras enabled. However Teams will
not allow pupils cameras to be operational. Therefore the call is more in the form of a
teleconference call. We all need to be aware of keeping ourselves safe online, and will follow the OIC
VC Protocols. Pupils should never be in a Video Conference space on their own without a teacher
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being in the space. The school may use Vscene to support face to face calls and this will be used
when staff would like to undertake individual support for pupils.
Please note, there is NO requirement of pupils to be online at a specific time to participate in class. If
a teacher offers the invitation for groups of pupils to do so and they wish and can meet at a certain
time this is a bonus!

4.8 Communication and school hours
Papdale Virtual School is available online at any time of the day or night. However we very much
need to shape our work week and to this end the school will be open Mon – Fri 8am – 5pm for
pupils.
Some of our staff are juggling their own family’s online learning coupled with caring for young
families they may only have time to feedback on learning in the early evening. Please do not
however contact your child’s teacher after 5pm. If you must, please do not expect a response until
the next working day.
The Virtual School will follow the same term time dates which were set. To this end we will be
closed on Holidays as normal.

4.9 Staff who work in the East Mainland Hub
Many of the staff team are also part of the rota to support childcare for Keyworkers children. They
work on a 3 week rotation. Week 1 – in the hub and some support of their own class online
learning, however depending on numbers in the hub their time to access virtual Papdale may be
limited. Week 2- Rest week where staff will not be working in the hub or online, Week 3 – staff will
be working within Virtual Papdale.
When working in the hub, staff will keep you informed as to when they have their hub and rest
weeks. You will find that staff have an automatic response set on their emails, this will notify you of
the staff member responsible for supporting the class whilst they are away.

4.10 Feedback and Assessment
In these times our primary function of feedback is to, provide social contact, provide positive
recognition of the effort pupils are putting into completion of work, and to give pupils confidence to
continue. Staff will make it clear as to which pieces of work they wish to be returned and will
indicate the pieces of work that you will receive feedback on. Staff would like to respond to all the
posts that are made but due to workload we have decided that not all work will be commented on.
However we still very much enjoy seeing the fantastic work that is being done at home!
Expressive Arts staff are not expected to respond to every post which is made. Staff should be clear
as to the classes they intend to make feedback to. The Expressive Arts team will choose different
classes each week and it is recommended that EA staff plan together which classes they intend to
focus their responses to so that each class is receiving one kind of EA feedback per week.
We know that assignments which are a few weeks old and which are overdue or have not been
completed can upset pupils and parents. Staff will consider removing old assignments from the
pages if it looks unlikely that this will be done. Staff have been encouraged to be as flexible as they
can be with the deadlines.

4.11 Process for pupils not engaging with the curriculum and pastoral care
On a Wednesday we would like to develop a way of registering the pupils HWB. We hope to use an
electronic Microsoft Form. This will alert us to any pupils or families who may need help or support.
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We will keep a track of those not engaging in online learning, or with the postal learning. You may
be contacted by the class teacher or a member of the Senior Leadership Team. We will try to help
solve some of the issues with you. It is appropriate that some families will be contacted every week,
staff will be identified to undertake this.
The school will keep parents updated through the weekly Facebook Headteacher chat, and regular
newsletters will be sent out to the whole school family.

4.12 Wellbeing of Children – Child Protection
It is vital that we continue to be vigilant to the needs of our pupils and families. These closures will
put a high strain on many families and families that were not in the past seen as vulnerable may
become so. We will continue to work within the Child Protection framework as normal should we
have concerns around families.

5. Expectations of Families
We know that everyone at this time is adapting and trying their best. Our expectation as a school on
families is that you will work together with us so that together we can support the learning of your
child. We would appreciate that you support us with this by helping your child overcome some of
the barriers to learning at this time and that you have a go at the “please do” activities. We would
expect you to submit the work which is requested.
Please can you support your child with communicating online. The online environment reduces our
inhibitions as we have the distance of the screen between us, this means that messages can be
easily misconstrued, you may need to guide your child to help them communicate well. Please
always respectfully communicate with the staff.
Pupils should only communicate within Glow email and Teams directly to staff. Families should not
contact teaching staff in any other medium. Parents should not telephone staff directly. If you wish
to speak with the school, phone Papdale Primary School and a member of staff will be in touch with
you.
We know that everyone’s mental health is up and down at this time, it is OK not to be Ok, but if you
and your family are struggling please do not hesitate to contact the school and we will be in touch
with you.

6. Complaints Procedure
If you have any queries or concerns please contact Papdale Primary School directly. Mrs Bowen or a
member of the Senior Leadership Team will make every effort to work with you to resolve the query.
If you feel the issue is unresolved or you are unhappy with the response given, you can contact
Orkney Islands Council via the standard complaints procedure, using the contact details below.
Complaints Officer, Education, Leisure & Housing, Council Offices, School Place, Kirkwall KW15 1NY
or via email education.leisure@orkney.gov.uk

All information provided in this handbook was correct at time of print.
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